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The progresses made in emerging perovskite solar cells, a promising alternative photovoltaic technology
to the conventional solar cells, have quickly set the power conversion efﬁciency (PCE) record of 20%.
Apart from the high PCE, the stability of perovskite solar cells is another important issue for them to be
commercially viable. To investigate the impact of electrodes on the stability of the perovskite solar cells,
cells with a structure of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/CH3NH3PbI3/PCBM/Cathode, having different cathode contacts of
Al, Ag and AgAl alloy, were fabricated. The cells with an AgAl alloy cathode reached a PCE of 11.76%,
which is slightly higher than that (11.45%) of the structurally identical cells with Ag contact, much higher
than that for the ones with Al electrode (7.95%). The stable open-circuit voltage (VOC) of cells having an
AgAl contact was demonstrated, with almost no change in the VOC after 360 h aging under a relative
humidity of 10% in air. However, there is an obvious drop in the VOC of the structurally identical perovskite cells with Ag cathode, e.g., an 85% decrease from its initial VOC value for cells aged under the same
condition. The enhancement in the PCE of cells with AgAl cathode is attributed to the formation of AlOX,
which can improve built-in potential in the cell and allow an effective electron extraction at the PCBM/
AgAl cathode interface. An interfacial AlOX interlayer could be formed at the interface between PCBM and
AgAl contact during thermal evaporation and aging. The presence of the interfacial AlOX interlayer helps
to prevent the diffusion of the Ag atoms into the active layer, to improve the adhesion of the metal
contact on PCBM and also to avoid moisture encroachment.
& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The emerging perovskite solar cells have evoked widespread
scientiﬁc and industrial interests because of its promising advantages of low-cost and high efﬁciency. Since the report of a power
conversion efﬁciency (PCE) of 3.5% for ammonium lead iodide
(CH3NH3PbI3) based dye sensitization solar cells (DSSCs) by
Miyasaka et al. [1] in 2009, signiﬁcant progresses in perovskite
solar cells have been made with PCE of 20.1% reported in 2015 [2].
With the encouraged progresses made in PCE, some other issues
such as repeatability and stability become more prominent and
urgent. Repeatability is related to morphology, crystalline size and
compaction of perovskite ﬁlms which are sensitive to the surface
properties of bottom layer and process conditions including
n
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deposition methods, solvent selection and annealing condition.
The single-step spin-coating method with N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF) solvent leads to low surface coverage of CH3NH3PbI3
ﬁlm [3,4], resulting in poor performance and inferior repeatability.
The uniform and pinhole-free CH3NH3PbI3 ﬁlms can be formed by
thermally evaporating Lead (II) iodide (PbI2) and/or methylammoniumiodide (CH3NH3I), which greatly increases the performance of perovskite solar cells [5,6]. In addition, two-step spincoating methods with porous structure or the planar structure are
also widely used to improve the morphology of perovskite ﬁlms
[7]. Furthermore, solution engineering [8–10], gas-assisted spinning [11], chloride introduction [12,13] and solvents/additives
used [14,15] have been demonstrated effective for improving PCE
and repeatability of cells. Meanwhile, CH3NH3PbI3 itself is sensitive to water and ultraviolet (UV) light, easily decomposed into
“PbI2” and “I2” under exposing moisture and UV light [16], due to
interaction between water molecules and the highly hygroscopic
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methylammoniumcations [17]. Recently structure engineering of
the perovskite component (FA)1  x(MA)xPbI3  yBry shows an
improved stability due to the hydrophobicity of (FA)1  x (MA)x
cations [18]. The introduction of the hydrophobic materials and
interface layer into perovskite solar cells indicate signiﬁcantly
enhanced stability compared to the case using hydrophilic hole
transporting materials such as 2,20 ,7,70 -tetrakis (N,N-di-p-methoxy-phenylamine)-9,90 -spirobiﬂuorene (Spiro-OMeTAD), Lithiumbis(triﬂuoromethanesulfonyl)imide (Li-TFSI), Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):polystyrene sulfonic acid (PEDOT:PSS) [19–21].
Although many other materials including carbon materials, and
interface engineering have been developed to improve the ability
of water-proof of solar cells [22–24], but there are few report on
the inﬂuence of metal electrodes.
Al, Ag and Au ﬁlms have high optical reﬂectivity and excellent
electrical conductivity, which have been widely used as metal
electrodes in perovskite solar cells. Between them, Ag is a more
ideal electrode material than Au due to its high cost, and is
superior to Al due its unstable interfacial contact, caused by the
iodine ions induced corrosion in Al. The AgAl alloys are also
expected to be an ideal electrode material for perovskite solar cells
because they have been successfully applied to solar thermal
applications [25] and light emitting diodes (LED) [26]. AgAl alloy
electrode compared to Ag shows more thermal stability because Al
atoms are ﬁrstly diffused out of AgAl alloy and oxidized into AlOX,
which act as an armor layer and can inhibit Ag atom diffusion and
agglomeration. The formation of AlOX interlayer can also improve
the adhesion between AgAl and the active layer for desired Ohmic
contact at the electrode/transporting interface. In Si solar cells and
DSSCs [27–29], Al2O3 has been successfully applied to passive the
surface of semiconductor and suppress exciton recombination. In
this work, the performance of perovskite solar cells with different
metal cathodes of Al, Ag and AgAl alloy was investigated. It is
found that the formation AlOX helps to prevent the diffusion of Ag
atoms and to avoid the possible damage to the underlying PCBM
layer during thermal evaporation. The presence of a thin AlOX
layer in the AgAl electrode also impedes the moisture encroachment, therefore improving the contact stability.

2. Experimental details
Perovskite solar cells with structure ITO/PEDOT:PSS/
CH3NH3PbI3/PCBM/Cathode, were fabricated using different cathodes of Al, Ag, and AgAl alloy, respectively. The weight ratio (wt%)
of Al to Ag in the AgAl alloy is 3 wt%, purchased from Trillion
Metals Co., Ltd (Beijing, China). PbI2 (99.9%) was purchased from
Aladdin Reagents. CH3NH3I was purchased from 1-MaterialOrganic Nano Electronic (1-Material Inc.). PEDOT:PSS (CLEVIOS P
VP Al 4083) was purchased from Heraeus. All solvents and
reagents were used as received. The precursor solutions with
40 wt% were prepared as ref [8], and stirred at 40 °C overnight. The
precursor solutions were ﬁltered by a 0.45 μm membrane ﬁlter
prior to the spin-coating.
The pre-patterned indium tin oxide (ITO)/glass substrates with
a sheet resistance of 10 Ω/sq were cleaned by ultra-sonication
sequentially in detergent, de-ionized water, acetone and isopropanol for 20 min. After being dried in the oven, ITO glass
substrates were treated with ultraviolet ozone for 15 min. PEDOT:
PSS solutions were spin-coated at 4000 rpm for 1 min to form
40 nm thick ﬁlm, followed by annealing at 140 °C for 10 min. The
CH3NH3PbI3 ﬁlm was spin-coated on the surface of the PEDOT:PSS
buffer layer by a consecutive two-step spin-coating process at
2000 rpm and 4000 rpm for 20 s and 60 s, respectively. During the
second spin-coating step, toluene drop-casting was employed to
replace DMSO solvent. The substrates were dried on a hot plate at

100 °C for 10 min. After being cooled down, the [6,6]-phenyl-C61butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) solution (10 mg/ml in chlorobenzene ) was spin-coated at 1200 rpm to form 40 nm thickness
ﬁlm on top of the perovskite layer. Finally, the metal cathode
around 100 nm was deposited on the PCBM by thermal evaporation under the base pressure of 6  10  4 Pa.
The current density–voltage (J–V) characteristics were measured using a Keithley model 2440 source meter and a Newport
solar simulator system with AM1.5G and 100 mW/cm2 illumination. The incident photon to current conversion efﬁciency (IPCE)
over the wavelength from 300 to 800 nm was measured using a
Newport Optical Power Meter 2936-R. All devices were tested
under the ambient atmosphere condition. The surface morphologies of samples were characterized by ﬁeld-emission scanning
electron microscopy (FESEM, Hitachi S-4800). The reﬂection and
absorption spectra of the samples were measured using a UV–vis
spectrophotometer (Hitachi U-3900). The work function values of
Ag (4.8 eV) and AgAl (4.7 eV) contacts in the cells were measured
using the Test Instrument of Surface Work Function (Sunmonde
Electric Light Source Technology (Shanghai) Co. Ltd). Cyclic voltammetry (CV) were measured using Autolab PGSTAT 302N electrochemical workstation.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Performance of perovskite solar cells with different metal
cathode
The summary of the cell parameters measured for cells with
different cathodes of Al, AgAl and Ag, averaged from the respective
24 devices, is listed in Table 1. Fig. 1(a–b) show the J–V and IPCE
curves of the typical device of each metal electrode. Cells with
AgAl cathode have average PCE of 11.16%, which is a little higher
than the average PCE (10.47%) of cells with Ag cathode. The PCEs of
the best devices with AgAl, Ag and Al cathodes are 11.76%, 11.45%
and 7.95%, respectively. But PCE of cells with Al could quickly
decay to nearly 4% within 30 min, where mainly because of the
recession of ﬁll factor and photocurrent. The improved PCEs of
cells with AgAl and Ag cathodes are attributed to larger ﬁll factor
(FF) and photocurrent compared to cells with Al cathode. The
larger IPCE value curves of cells with AgAl and Ag cathode compared to Al cathode qualitatively demonstrate this photocurrent
enhancement, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Integrated JSC values from IPCE
spectra of Ag, AgAl and Al are 16.70 mA/cm2, 17.61 mA/cm2 and
13.18 mA/cm2 respectively, which are somewhat lower than the JSC
values from the J–V curve. This is probably attributed to the defects
of cells.
The absorption spectra of CH3NH3PbI3 active layers of cells with
three different metal cathodes are derived from Fig. 1(c), as shown
in Fig. 1(d). Fig. 1(c) shows the absorption spectra of full structure
cells and its inset shows the absorption spectra of only metal ﬁlms,
which is derived by 100% subtracting the reﬂection spectra of the
metal ﬁlms. The lower absorption of CH3NH3PbI3 layer of cell with
Al cathode is ascribed to low reﬂectivity of Al ﬁlm compared to Ag
and AgAl ﬁlms. The absorption spectra of CH3NH3PbI3 ﬁlms with
Table 1
The summary of the cell parameters measured for cells with different cathodes of
Al, AgAl and Ag, averaged from the respective 24 devices.
Electrode

VOC (V)

JSC (mA/cm2)

FF (%)

η (%)

Al
AgAl
Ag

0.83 7 0.02
0.84 7 0.02
0.84 7 0.02

15.337 1.04
18.737 1.05
17.89 7 1.16

58.32 7 3.36
70.93 7 1.43
69.727 2.58

7.42 7 0.53
11.167 0.60
10.477 0.98
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Fig. 1. The optical and electrical characteristics of perovskite cells with different metal cathodes of Al, Ag and Al. (a) J–V characteristics, (b) IPCE spectra, (c) absorption
spectra of perovskite solar cells and metal ﬁlms (inset), (d) relative absorption spectra of CH3NH3PbI3 active layers derived by subtracting absorption spectra of metal ﬁlms
from perovskite solar cells.

AgAl and Ag cathodes are crossed in the wavelength region
between 550 nm and 600 nm. The weight ratio of Al to Ag in the
AgAl electrode used in this work is about 3 wt%, the reﬂectivity of
AgAl ﬁlm is 1–2% lower than that of Ag ﬁlm, therefore, the actual
reﬂectivity at the PCBM/AgAl and PCBM/Ag in the cells is very
comparable. The observed change in the absorption of perovskite
cells made with AgAl and Ag contacts, as shown in Fig. 1, is mainly
due to the ﬂuctuation in the effective thickness of the active layer
in different cells. As the perovskite layer was formed by two
subsequent coating and the crystallization processes, it is possible
that the thickness of the active layer in different cells may not be
identical although the same ﬁlm process was used, resulting in a
slight variation in the ﬁlm absorption. The slight deviation in
absorption over the wavelength of 600 nm seen in the cells with
AgAl and Ag contacts is likely due to the derivation in the active
layer thickness rather than caused by the slight change in the
reﬂectivity at the PCBM/AgAl and PCBM/Ag interfaces. The
obviously increased IPCE values of cells with AgAl electrode
compared to Ag electrode over 600 nm wavelength is possibly
attributed to the formation of AlOX, which is consistent with the
previous report that inserted ultrathin Al2O3 layer can result in
high IPCE values in the long wavelength [30].
Al is an active element. Al atoms in AgAl alloy can be easily
oxidized into AlOX during the thermal evaporation, due to the
residual oxygen molecule in the vacuum chamber. Jiangjian Shi
et al. [30] reported that insertion of an ultrathin Al2O3 layer
between the electrode and perovskite active layer helps to
enhance IPCE of the cells over the long wavelength range, due to
an increase in the built-in potential leading to an efﬁcient electron
extraction. Hence, the increase in the built-in potential due to the
formation of AlOX at the PCBM/AgAl interface also is expected,
which is beneﬁcial for electron extraction. However, the desired
high built-in potential across the active region can be disturbed by
the possible of diffusion of Ag at the PCBM/Ag interface, leading to
the generation of the interfacial defect traps and thus causing

Fig. 2. The dark J–V curves of cells with different cathodes of Al, Ag and AgAl. The
dotted curve labeled Al* was plotted based on the results of the cell with Al electrode measured again after 30 min.

carrier recombination [31,32]. Therefore, the higher photocurrent
and FF observed in the cells with AgAl cathode, compared to that
of the cells having Ag cathode, are associated with the presence of
an AlOX interlayer at the PCBM/cathode interface. The existence of
the AlOX interlayer would prevent the diffusion of Ag atoms and
also improve contact quality at the PCBM/AgAl interface, suppressing the formation of defect state in PCBM for efﬁcient electron extraction. The dark J–V characteristic curves of cells with Al,
Ag and AgAl electrodes are shown in Fig. 2. The cells with AgAl
electrode shows obviously lower reversed saturation current and
higher rectiﬁcation ratio compared to cells of Ag electrode. The
superior diode characteristics for AgAl electrode indicate that Ag
atoms diffusion can be inhibited during thermal evaporation due
to the formation of AlOX. The 0.3 V bias voltage of dark J–V curves
is possibly attributed to the accumulation of space charges at
interface due to mobile ions in perovskite solar cells [33]. No bias
voltage was observed for cells with Al electrode. Compared to the
original J–V curve, the dark J–V curve characteristic of cells with Al
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was quickly deteriorated after 30 min later. The cells with Al
electrode are less stable resulting in an observable difference in
J–V characteristics measured for cells with different contacts.
However, the mechanism determining the bias voltage needs
further investigation. The high density of interface charge due to
trapping of charge carriers, inferior contact properties and ion
migrations has been speculated to form the phenomenon of J–V
hysteresis [33–36]. Liang et al. reported that the thinner PCBM
layer compared to thicker PCBM layer in perovskite solar cells can
result in signiﬁcant hysteresis, which is attributed to higher density of interface charge [33]. The cyclically scanning J–V characteristics measured AM1.5G illumination as shown in Fig. 3, and
that measured in the dark for different cells were analyzed. The
cells with AgAl electrode had an obvious lower reverse saturation
leaking current and higher rectiﬁcation ratio compared to that of
the cells made with an Ag contact. The more severe J–V hysteresis
behavior was observed in the cells with Ag electrode compared to
AgAl electrode. This suggests that the perovskite/AgAl interface is
more favorable than perovskite/Ag as the contact for efﬁcient
electron collection in the cells, implying a decrease in the possible
interfacial charge recombination that would otherwise occur in
cells with Ag electrode. For cells based on Al electrode with 40 nm
thick PCBM layer, the J–V curves show a little hysteresis and
quickly produce apparent hysteresis after 30 min later, further
indicating the unstable performance of cells with Al electrode
(Fig. 3).
3.2. Stability of AgAl alloy, Ag and Al electrodes
Al ﬁlms have good reﬂectivity and conductivity, which have
been successfully used in organic solar cells (OSCs) and organic

light-emitting diodes [37–39]. Perovskite solar cells with Al contact have been widely reported [40–42]. However, Al is not an
ideal metal electrode in perovskite solar cells because Al can be
easily corroded by iodine ions. The optical microscope images
measured for different cathode surfaces of Al and AgAl in perovskite solar cells are shown in Fig. 4. Many corrosion holes can be
observed in Al electrode. However, except for some dust points,
there are no observable holes in the images taken for cells with
AgAl electrode, suggesting that AgAl alloy electrode has an
excellent corrosion resistance. Considering that Al electrodes are
successfully applied in organic electronics, we suggest that the
formed corrosion holes of Al electrode are related to
CH3NH3PbI3 ﬁlms.
CH3NH3PbI3/Al, PbI2/Al, CH3NH3I/Al and PCBM/Al dual layer
samples were prepared to examine the possible interfacial interaction between aluminum and the underlying CH3NH3PbI3 material. The severe corrosion in Al layer due to the reaction between
Al and CH3NH3PbI3 can be observed when an Al ﬁlm deposited on
the surfaces of CH3NH3PbI3, PbI2 and CH3NH3I ﬁlms, as shown in
supplement Fig. S1. The I  ions are considered as one of main
culprits to corrode Al ﬁlm. This is because CH3NH3PbI3 ﬁlms can be
easily decomposed into HI under exposing moisture and high
temperature [16,43], which can strongly corrode Al. A completing
Al electrode could not even be formed onto the CH3NH3PbI3/PCBM
ﬁlm when we shortened the evaporated distance to 15 cm from
25 cm, because CH3NH3PbI3 ﬁlm received too much heat and could
be decomposed more intensely. Furthermore, the cells with Ag
electrode evaporated at distance of 15 cm are always shortcircuited and never attained efﬁcient PCE because Ag atoms are
easily diffused into the active layer when receiving too much heat
[44]. However, cells with AgAl electrode evaporated at this

Fig. 3. The J–V characteristics, cyclically scanning ﬁve times from  0.3 V to 1.0 V using cyclic voltammetry, measured for (a) cells with 40 nm thick PCBM layer, and (b) cells
with 20 nm thick PCBM layer. The inset in Fig. 3(a) is the J–V characteristic of the same cell measured again after waiting for 30 min.

Fig. 4. The optical microscope images measured for the surfaces of different cathodes Al (a) and AgAl (b) electrodes in the perovskite cells, with 200 times magniﬁcation. The
inset image (a) is the corresponding image with 1000 times magniﬁcation.
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Fig. 5. Normalization parameters of VOC, JSC, FF and PCE of the perovskite cells with different cathodes of Ag, AgAl and Al as with a function of the aging time. The cell
parameters were averaged from 12 devices.

distance of 15 cm can easily obtain high PCE under different evaporated rate. Although AgAl alloy has a little lower boiling temperature compared to Ag, it is still concluded that Ag atom diffusion can be inhibited in AgAl alloy ﬁlm due to the AlOX formation
during thermal evaporation. The successful cells with Al and Ag
electrodes required larger distance between the heat source and
the substrate to prevent the substrate from becoming high temperature. The addition of buffer layer such as Bphen, BCP and C60
inserted before evaporated Al and Ag electrode is also beneﬁcial to
inhibiting Ag diffusion and protecting Al electrode [41,42].
Therefore, AgAl alloy as electrode increases the heat tolerance to
fabricate perovskite solar cells, which is helpful to simplify cell
process and reduce cost of devices.
3.3. Stable open-circuit voltage of perovskite solar cells with AgAl
alloy electrode
Fig. 5 shows the decay performance of cells with aging time.
Devices without encapsulation were stored in the drying cabinet
with a relativized humidity of 10% under ambient atmosphere.
Cells with AgAl electrode still retained 90% of the initial PCE values
after aging 48 h, while PCEs of cells with Ag and Al cathode were
dropped to 50% and 20% of the initial PCE values, respectively. The
VOC of cells with AgAl electrode shows amazing stability and even
has a little increase during aging 360 h. In the meantime, the VOC
of cells with Ag electrode was gradually decreased to 85% of the
initial VOC values. The FF values of cells with Al and Ag electrodes
were quickly decreased to 70% of the initial FF values and cells
with AgAl electrode still retained more than 90% of initial FF values
after aging 24 h. The degradation pathways of cells usually include
chemical degradation of CH3NH3PbI3 active materials, interfacial
materials, electrodes and their interfaces. The JSC and VOC of cells
with Ag and AgAl electrodes show relative stability within aging

Fig. 6. Schematic energy level diagrams of cells with PCBM/Ag and PCBM/AgAl. WD
represents the width of the depleted region in PCBM, ΦB represents the interfacial
energy barrier between the PCBM and electrode.

100 h, indicating that the PCBM/Ag (AgAl) interfaces are not
apparently decayed. However, the FF values of cells with Ag and Al
electrodes are quickly decreased after aging 24 h, which is possibly
related to degradation of CH3NH3PbI3 ﬁlm due to the invasion of
moisture.
The maximum achievable VOC of organic solar cells is determined by the offset between the quasi-Fermi levels of the photoinduced hole (EF,h) in the donor and the photoinduced electrons
(EF,e) in the acceptor. The VOC is reduced when a Schottky contact is
formed on the either side at the interface between the active layer
and electrode. The VOC varies linearly with the work function
difference of the electrodes, which can be adjusted by the buffer
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Fig. 7. The dark J–V characteristics measured for (a) as-fabricated devices and (b) the cells after 3 days continuous aging. Device structure: ITO/PCBM/electrode.

Fig. 8. SEM images measured for the different surfaces of Ag (a) and AgAl (b) electrodes of the cells.

layer and electrodes [45–47]. Besides the contact interfaces
between electron/hole selective layers and active layer, the contact
interfaces between electron/hole selective layers and electrodes
can also inﬂuence the VOC of organic solar cells [48]. Considering
the same buffer layer of PEDOT:PSS and the electron transporting
layer of PCBM, the VOC variance of cells with aging time is primarily ascribed to the contact variance between PCBM/electrode.
The work functions of Ag and AgAl measured with Test Instrument
of Surface Work Function are 4.8 eV and 4.7 eV, respectively. The
energy level structure diagrams of cells are shown in Fig. 6. The
diffusion of Ag atoms during thermal evaporation and aging can
deteriorate contact quality at the interface of PCBM/Ag [31,32]. The
trap states of PCBM formed by diffused Ag atoms can increase
recombination of carriers and decrease built-in potential, which
results in the low FF value and photocurrent. The AlOX at the
interface of PCBM/AgAl can be formed during thermal evaporation
and aging time. The formation of AlOX acted as a diffusion barrier
can inhibit the Ag atom diffusion and decrease contact barrier at
the PCBM/AgAl interface. The low ΦB value can promote electron
extraction from PCBM layer to AgAl electrode [49]. Therefore, the
more dense AlOX formation with aging time can achieve superior
contact properties at the PCBM/AgAl interface, which helps to
retain VOC stability.
To clearly demonstrate advantages of AgAl alloy electrode with
aging time, electron-only devices with different metal cathodes
were fabricated. The dark J–V curves of device with AgAl electrode
is similar to that of device with Ag electrode at the initial stage, as
shown in Fig. 7(a). However, only device with AgAl electrode can
retain stable J–V characteristics after aging 3 days, as illustrated in
Fig. 7(b). This indicates that AgAl alloy is a better metal electrode
to keep stability of contact interface.

Observed from SEM images as shown in Fig. 8, the AgAl ﬁlm on
the cells showed a different crystalline morphology compared to
Ag ﬁlms on the cells, and the crystalline morphologies can be
varied with different substrates due to the variance of physical
constraint [7]. The Ag and AgAl ﬁlms on silicon substrates shows
the larger size crystalline grain and more apparent distinction
from the two morphologies, as shown in supporting Fig. S2.
Modiﬁed growth kinetics of Ag due to Al alloyed is conﬁrmed. The
formation of AlOX at the surface plays a role of a passivation layer,
which can suppress the migration of Ag atoms. The Al atom distribution is inhomogeneous across AgAl ﬁlms and rich AlOX can be
formed at the surface and at the interface of AgAl/PCBM [50]. AlOX
at the interface behaves as an adhesion layer, which can act as a
diffusion barrier. The enhanced adhesion of AgAl ﬁlm compared to
Ag on glass substrate by the test of adhesive tape (not shown)
further demonstrates the existence of AlOX at the interface. Niu
et al. reported better stability of devices by inserting Al2O3 layer
between perovskite and hole transporting layers due to blocking
moisture of Al2O3 [16]. Therefore, formation of AlOX in AgAl electrode is expected to improve the capability of blocking moisture.
This postulation is further demonstrated by the test of moisture
invasion of samples with AgAl and Ag cathodes, respectively. The
samples deposited with AgAl and Ag ﬁlms were exposed to saturated water vapor pressure at room temperature, as shown in
supporting Fig. S3. The CH3NH3PbI3 ﬁlms of samples deposited
with Ag electrode compared to AgAl electrode are more quickly
varied from dark brown to yellow under the interaction of
moisture, indicating that CH3NH3PbI3 ﬁlm is in part decomposed
into CH3NH3I and PbI2 [16]. This suggests that AgAl ﬁlms have
superior capability of blocking moisture.
In addition, the stability of cells was further tested according to
the International Summit on OSC Stability (ISOS) protocols [51,52],
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Fig.9. Normalization parameters of VOC, JSC, FF and PCE of cells with different cathodes of Ag, AgAl and Al as a function of the aging time, measured under the ISOS-L-3 aging
condition.

Fig. 10. Normalization parameters of VOC, JSC, FF and PCE of cells with different cathodes of Ag, AgAl and Al as with a function of the aging time, measured under the ISOS-D3-like aging condition.
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specially employing the ISOS-D-3 and ISOS-L-3, for the purpose of
establishing the comparable and standard perovskite solar cells
stability test processes. The aging condition of ISOS-D-3 is 85%
relative humidity and 65 °C in the dark. Referring to the
article [46], here cells were tested using aging conditions closing
to ISOS-D-3 with somewhat lower temperature of 50 °C. The ISOSL-3 is 50% relative humidity and 65 °C under the 0.7 sun illumination. With the special accelerated aging tests, the aging curves
were shown in Figs. 9 and 10 responding to ISOS-L-3 and quasi
ISOS-D-3. Similarity, cells with AgAl electrode showed better stability of VOC and slower decay of PCE compared to cells with Ag
under both aging conditions. Therefore, the evolutionary trends of
cells for AgAl and Ag electrodes under ISOS-L-3 and quasi ISOS-D3 aging tests are roughly consistent with the trend of cells aged
with relativize humidity of 10% under ambient atmosphere. The Jsc
and Voc under on-off illumination cycles for cells with Ag and AgAl
electrodes are shown in supporting Fig. S4. Obviously, the Voc of
cells with AgAl shows better stability than that of cells with Ag
electrode. These aging results suggest that perovskite solar cells
with AgAl alloy electrode always show superior stability, especially
for open-circuit voltage.

4. Conclusions
In summary, the performance of perovskite solar cells with
different cathode contacts of AgAl alloy, Ag and Al electrodes were
analyzed. The cells with AgAl electrode show slightly higher PCE
value and much improved stability compared to that of the cells
having Ag and Al electrodes. The VOC of cells with AgAl electrode
shows amazing stability and even has a little increase after 360 h
aging in air. The AlOX formed during thermal evaporation can
inhibit Ag atom diffusion and increase built-in potential across the
active region in the cell, improving the electron extraction at the
PCBM/AgAl interface. Formation of AlOX interlayer also passivates
AgAl ﬁlms and makes AgAl ﬁlm compaction which inhibits
moisture intrusion and improves cell stability. The use of the AgAl
alloy cathode, compared to Ag electrode, can greatly improve heat
tolerance during cell fabrication, providing a wider process window for fabricating high performance perovskite cells.
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